Tefila 101Lesson 31- The

That Follow

Source 1

Translation: It is not proper to repeat the last verse of any paragraph except for the last verse at the end of
Tehillim-Kol HaNishama, in order to indicate that it is the last verse of Tehillim just as we demonstrate
that we have reached the end of a parsha by repeating the last verse of the parsha. In the same manner, in
Shirat HaYam, we repeat the verse Hashem Yimloch because it is the last verse of the Shira. If we did not
to repeat that verse, we would not be exhibiting that it is the last verse of the Shira.
Source 2

Translation: Rabbi Eliezer said that the verse Ki Vah Soos Pharoh is also a part of the Shira because the
Jews were singing and reciting the verse Ki Vah Soos Pharoh as they were walking on the dry land in the
middle of the split sea, which was a miracle within a miracle. Although the language of the verse is not
similar to the verses in the Shira and in other prophecies, its meaning is that Moshe sang immediately when
Pharaoh’s horses approached and not on the next day or the day after that. An alternative reading: Then
Moshe sang when Pharoh’s horses approached the sea and G-d returned the waters on the Egyptians while
the Jews were still walking on the dry land in the sea. The purpose is to teach that while the Jews were
walking on the dry land within the sea, the Jews recited the Shira.
Source 3
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Tefila 101Translation: The practice began to repeat the verse Hashem Yimloch in Pseukei D’Zimra because of the
following reason: In the section dealing with the miracle of the splitting of the sea beginning with the words:
VaYihi Ha’Ashmoret HaBoker until Hashem Yimloch, we find G-d’s name mentioned 18 times. In
each of G-d’s names we find four letters. The 18 occasions when G-d’s name is mentioned total 72
letters which represents the name of G-d which consists of 72 letters. In Pseukei D’Zimra, we begin reciting
from the verse of Va’Yosha and not from the verse beginning with the words: VaYihi Ha’Ashmoret. As a
result we recite G-d’s name 4 times too few to total 72 letters. It is therefore necessary to repeat the verse
Hashem Yimloch. It is further necessary to add three verses in order to complete the missing names. The fact
that when we repeat the verse Hashem Yimloch, we are adding five occasions when we say G-d’s name does
not pose a problem because in the last verse we are saying that in the future all G-d’s names will be joined
into one name . In other words, the purpose of four of the additional occasions in which we recite G-d’s is to
complete the 72 letters. The last occasion when we recite G-d’s name is not for the calculation of 72 letters
but to teach that in the future G-d will be one and His name will be one.
Source 4

Translation: In the opinion of the Vilna Gaon we recite the Shira until the verse: Hashem Yimloch.
Thereafter we recite the verse Ki La’Shem Hamilucha, etc. We do not recite the verse KiVah Soos Pharoh
because it was not meant to be included in the Tefila. The proof for that fact is that we recite the verse
Hashem Yimloch twice to demonstrate that it represents the end of the Shira. This is a similar to why we
recite the verse Kol Hanishama twice; in order to acknowledge that it represents the end of Pseukei
D’Zimra. We do not recite the words: OO’BiToratcha Katuv Laimor: Shma Yisroel before Yishtabach
because from the words Va’Yosha until Hashem Yimloch we need to recite 18 names of G-d and from Oz
Yashir until Yishtabach we also need to recite 18 names of G-d. One should not recite G-d’s name any
more than those many times. It is a publisher’s error to include the words: OO’BiToratcha Katuv Laimor:
Shma Yisroel. That originated by a publisher mistakenly copying from the section of Malchiot that we recite
on Rosh Hashona during Mussaf . . . The Vilna Gaon counted differently. The ARI tz”l wrote that there
needs to be the recitation of G-d’s name of HAVAYA 18 times. The ARI counted two of those names in
the repetition of the verse Hashem Yimloch, one more in the Aramaic translation of those words and the
last one in the verse of Ki Vah Soos Pharoh. In contrast, the Vilna Gaon considered the verse Hashem
Yimloch as containing only one instance of reciting G-d’s name because its repetition was not for the purpose
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Tefila 101of reciting G-d’s name an additional time but for the purpose of indicating that the verses from the Shira
were completed. The Vilna Gaon did not recite the Aramaic translation and did not recite recite
the verse of Ki Vah Soos. In their stead, the Vilna Gaon counted the following instances of reciting G-d’s
name: V’Zimras Y-ah; Zeh Aili and Elohei Avi. That is the reason that the Vilna Gaon used the
phrase 18 names and not the phrase 18 Havayas.
Source 5

Translation: Recite the Shira until the verse: Hashem Yimloch. Then recite the verse that begins Ki
Lashem Ha’Milucha and do not recite the verse of Ki Vah.
Source 6

Translation: The Be’Ier Heitev wrote (Siman 51 subparagraph 6) that the Ar’I as quoted in the book
Negid Oo’Mitzvah that we must recite the Aramaic version of the verse Hashem Yimloch in order to fulfill
reading the Torah twice in Hebrew and once in Aramaic and it is necessary to recite the verse of Ki Vah
because that verse is part of the Shira.
Source 7

Translation: We end the Shira with a verse from the Torah just as we do when we recite Malchiot in
Mussaf on Rosh Hashona. After reciting that verse, we have recited G-d’s name of Havaya 21 times.
This causes the end of Pseukei D’Zimra to resemble the beginning of Pseukei D’Zimra. An additional
reason: it is necessary to acknowledge the obligation to accept the yoke of G-d’s kingdom in each of the four
Kabbalistic worlds that we pass through during Tephilat Schacharit: the world of emanation (Atzilut); the
world of creation (Beriah); the world of formation (Yitzera) and the world of making (Assiya). As a
result, our Sages instituted the practice of reciting the verse of Shma Yisroel in Birchot Haschachar and
after Aleinu as well. That is because in each of the four worlds that we pass through during Tephilat
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Tefila 101Schacharit: it is necessary to read the verse of Shma. Therefore, it is important to recite the verse of Shma
at the end of Pseukei D’Zimra.
Source 8

Translation: Hashem Yimloch-How sweet is the explanation of the Midrash Mechilta. Hashem Yimloch
L’Olam Va’Ed (G-d will reign forever). Why? Because Pharoah’s horse and chariot followed the Jews
into the sea and drowned. The Midrash is conveying that the verse of Ki Vah Sus Pharoh is meant to
disclose the reason that G-d will reign forever. It is because through the drowning of Pharoh and his entire
army the other nations recognized that there is no god other than G-d and G-d’s hegemony became known
among all the nations.
Hashem Yimloch-We recite this verse twice to declare that we have come to the conclusion of the Shira, so
wrote the Avudrohom. In addition the Mordechai in the chapter Lulav Ha’Gazul refers to the practice of
saying this verse twice but the Kol Bo writes that repeating the verse is an error and according to those
opinions that the verse of Ki Vah is part of the Shira, it appears correct not to repeat the verse of Hashem
Yimloch unless you follow the opinion of the Ar”I that you should also read the Aramaic translation of
that verse. Moreover, we have already examined the opinion of the Mechilta that the verse of Ki Vah is
part of the Shira. And that is the opinion of the Ibn Ezra and the Abavranel. And those who write
Sifrei Torah include the verse of Ki Vah in the special layout of the Shira (also see Maseches Sofrim, Ch.
12, Halacha 11). In the book Negid Oo’Mitzvah he says directly that we need to say the verse of Ki Vah
because it too is a part of the Shira. So said the Magen Avrohom in Orach Chaim Siman 51. So too did
R. Yaakov M’Emden in his book Mor Oo’Kitziya because we cannot deviate from the Parshios that
Moshe Rabbeinu organized even during communal prayer. So how can we stop and not include the last
verse of that section and that was the custom of my father, z”l (referring to R. Emden’s father).
I did find in an old Sephardic Siddur that the the verse of Hashem Yimloch be said only once but they
included the Aramaic translation of the verse and then came the verse of Ki Vah. In a handwritten Siddur
I found that the verse of Hashem Yimloch is not written twice and the Aramaic translation is not included
and the verse of Ki Vah was not included as well. In support of that version in another handwritten
Sephardic Siddur , I found a note not to repeat the verse of Hashem Yimloch and to not say the verse of Ki
Vah and not Oo’ViTorascha Kasuv Laimor and not other verses because from the verse of Va’Yosha
until Oo’Shmo Echas, G-d’s name appears 18 times and since the name has 4 letters it is like
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Tefila 101saying G-d’s name of 72 letters with which G-d split the sea and that is why we immediately say
Yishtabach.
Source 9
Carpentras 1739
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